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MONASH DECISION EXPLAINED

Reproduced here is a letter by the Vice-Chancellor published in The Age, Wednerday , May  12 , explaining
the decision reached by Counci.I on Monday:

Your article under the heading Monash to Lift Ban on Three is a reasonably accurate account of Monday's
meeting of my council and of its final decision.

I want now only to comment on the reported remark of the acting State secretary of the DLP (Mr. J.D.
Brosnan) and to add a few of my own. Mr. Brosnan is in the happy position of neither having to make or

participate in a very difficult decision, easily misrepresented,  nor of having to live with its results.

My purpose now is  not to justify my council's decision, with which I agree,  nor to attempt to draw up a
sort of balance sheet in order to find out wiho "won". It is rather to point out a few of the facts which council
took into account in reaching its decision, and to assess where we may go from here.

The management of a university is obviously not identical with that of a business concern but there are some

points of similarity, especially when there is a dispute. What is certain is that a dispute is seldom resolved unless
both sides move from their entrenched positions towards one another until a settlement can be reached by
negotiation. That is what has happened in the present case.

Until Monday morning the student position was that council would be prevented from meeting on campus,
by force if necessary, unless I gave an undertaking that I would recommend the readmission of the three expelled
students.

This I refused to do, but I did set out some conditions which I thoucht council micht accept as a basis for
considering readmission, and I undertook to ask councn to hear a delegation from the Monash Association of
Students. I also said, with the full authority of  the professorial board and somewhat lukewarm support from the
staff association, that I micht have to call the police in certain contingencies.

Arrangements were made both for the council to meet on the campus on Monday and for help to be summoned
if necessary. In the event there was no attempt to impede the council and the police were not needed.

At lunch time on Monday a large meeting of students voted to ask council to hold a referendum on the

proposition that the students be readmitted on the same terms as were applied to certain students last year:
namely, that the exclusions be suspended on pain of good behaviour and that they be reimposed if the conditions
were not obeyed.

Since this was virtually identical with the conditions which I myself had suggested, but which had previously
been rejected by two of the three expelled students, it was, I thought, a considerable concession by the general
body of students.

When council met on Monday it readily agreed to hear a student delegation and it heard them urge that
student opinion, if not university opinion generally, had moved strongly toward the standpoint that the expulsions
were too severe a penalty and that they should be suspended on the same terms as previously.

In order that there micht be nb doubt what was in mind the chancellor read out the exact terms previously
inposed and the delegation agreed that these terms were what was soucht.

After a long  discussion council eventually agreed to reinstate the students provided they signed a written
statement that "He or she will not be directly or indirectly involved in the application of force  or violense to any
person or property of the university or in the obstruction of any person in the performance of his lawful activities
or duties within the university or the obstruction or impeding in any way whatsoever of any class, examination,
meeting, official ceremony or other like activities of any kind within the university."

Council imposed the further condition as agreed by the M.A.S. delegation that if there were any breach of
the undertaking by the three students they would at once be excluded again.

The position therefore is that whereas the diapute was formerly with the expelled students, a settlement has
now been effected with M.A.S.  If there is any breach of the condition leading to a reimposition of the penalty of
exclusion the M.A.S. is obligated to support the reimposition.
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In reporting the decision of Council on the reinstatement of the three expelled students (issue No. 33), SOUND,

through a typing error, omitted a number of words.    IIere we reproduce in full the draft Council minute /prcvi.ow§/y

omitted words in italics)  ..

THE THREE:  CONDITIONS OF REINSTATEMENT

Monash University Council o-n Monday decided to suspend the sentences of exclusion on three students,

Mrs. Langer and Messrs. Hyde and Hadden, conditional upon their giving firm undertakings as to their  future

behaviour.

The Council minute  on the decision reads as follows.:

Council received a delegation from M.A.S. led by Mr. Tom May and comprising Messrs. Falk, Morris, Lees

and Wells, which assured Council rfe¢f M.A.S. would support Councn if 4r/rcr a rc/cre#dwm i.# /ovowr a/ swspc#ded

sc#fe#cc's it agreed to suspend the sentences on the three students (Mrs. Langer, Messrs. Hyde arid Hadden) on the

same conditions as those students whose sentences were suspended last year. The Chancellor thereupon read out the

conditions which were imposed upon Mr. Rosenberg, namely:

•`The Council resolved that the penalty of exclusion for  12 months from  11  August  1970

should stand but that, as a matter of clemency, the operation of the penalty should

be suspended forthwith instead of as from the first day of the  1971  academic year and

should be subject to the condition that the penalty of exclusion would take effect auto-

matically upon a subsequent conviction by the Discipline Commit.tee or any officer
exercising disciplinary powers  of the University on a charge of misconduct committed

between this date aid  11/8/71, involving Mr. Rosenberg directly or indirectly in the

application of force or violence to any person or property of the University, or in the
obstruction of any person in the performance of his lawful activities or duties within the

University or the obstruction or impeding in any way whatsoever of any class, examination,

meeting, official ceremony or other like activities of any kind within the University."

The M.A.S. delegation agreed that these conditions were t.hose intended by the phrase "on the same

conditions as those students whose sentences were suspended last year."

Council thereupon resolved that:

As an act of clemency the Sentence imposed upon each of the three students (Mrs. Langer, Messrs.

Hyde and Hadden) be suspended /orf„wztfe upon his or her giving to Council throuch the Vicechancellor ,
an undertaking z.# w„.rz.#g that he or she will not be directly or indirectly involved in the application of
force or violence to any person or property of the University or in the obstruction of any person in the

performance of his lawful activities or duties within the University or the obstruction or impeding
in any way whatsoever of any class, examination, meeting, official ceremony or other like
activities of any kind within the University, on the following terms, namely:

The penalty chall be suspended forthwith subject to the condition that the penalty of exclusion
will take effect automatically upon a subsequent conviction by the Discipline Committee or any
Officer exercising disciplinary powers of the University on a charge of misconduct committed
between this date and the date when the penalty of exclusion win be discharged, involving hin or her
directly or indirectly in the application of force or violence to any person or property of the University,
or in the obstruction of any person in the performance of his lawful activities or duties within the

University or the obstruction or impeding in any way whatsoever of any class, examination, meeting ,
official ceremony or other like activities of any kind within the University.

Council thereupon decided that it would not hold a referendum, the foregoing resolution of Council having
made this unnecessary.

Authorised by K.W. Bennetts. Information Officer.
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